Please contact:

Your Authorized Polar Seal Dealer for
more information.

TOP 10 REASONS WHY POLAR SEAL WINDOWS
ARE BETTER THAN THE COMPETITION
1. How about more vinyl in your vinyl window?
Thicker, more numerous walls leave less chance for cold
winter winds to seep in through your windows. Plus, more
chambers have been proven to insulate just as well as foam
filled frames.
The beef is in a Polar Seal
(right)

Less chance of condensation
with our no-metal spacer (right)

2. Superspacer, the only true warm-edge.
Our silicone foam air spacer separates the inner and outer
panes of glass, slowing temperature transfers much better
than metal spacers. SuperSpacer®conducts 100 times less
temperature than other "warm edge" steel spacers, reducing
the chance of condensation, sweat or mold growth. It also
reduces noise transmission by 18%.

3. The #1 rated Low-E glass for where weilive

Darker Low-E reduces
FREE energy from the sun
(Polar Seal on left)

As winter gas bills soar, using the right kind of Low-E becomes
even more important. Our "Hard Coat" Low-E has the same
net heat loss as an R-19 wall because it allows more FREE
solar energy in than any other Low-E option, including "Soft
Coat".

4. Triple ultrasonically welded weatherstripping

3 rows of
weatherstripping

We seal out drafts better with 50-100% more weatherstripping
than our competition. Welded fibers remain effective longer
than woven alternatives and our pile directors keep them
standing up straight. Black weathestripping lasts longer and
looks better years down the road by hiding dirt more
effectively.

5. Aluminum screen wire is longer lasting

No fading or sagging with
Polar Seal

We package your aluminum screens separately from your
window, keeping them safe until installation. Once installed,
aluminum screens hold up better than alternatives. They
won't sag, fade or deteriorate like fiberglass screens.

6. Interlocking sashes reduce leaks
Interlocking sashes keep out the winter winds better than
windows that simply rely on butting their sashes together and
leaving the hard work to the weatherstripping.
Interlocking Sashes

7. Deep pocket sills and jambs cut down on
the wind
Open

Closed

90 degree angles make it much tougher for air to penetrate
your home because our sashes fit down into deep pocketing
jambs and sills.

8. Dozens of color and wood grain options
Choose from 3 main colors, 4 simulated wood-look interior
colors, and 5 exterior colors. Mix and match until you get the
perfect look for your home.
Have you seen more
choice in a vinyl window?

9. Double strength glass has superior look
and performance
Double strength glass
(left)

Thicker glass resists breakage better and lays flatter than
single strength glass, reducing the likelihood of awkward
concave reflections.

10. Uncompromising service with our
Lifetime Limited Warranty
Service after the sale

No other vinyl window manufacturer that we know of
stipulates that they, the factory, will make house calls to
service their products. Our warranty is worth much more
than the paper it's printed on; it is a contract between Polar
Seal and you.

